
Capture a photo or video of your cat in these different situations 
and/or completing the various tasks on the list. 

1 point for each task completed.

1.Wearing their harness
2. Wearing their ID tags
3. Posing with their First Aid Kit
4. Riding in their backpack/sling/carrier
5. Going for a car ride
6. Hanging in your backyard/porch
7. Walking on their leash
8. Posing somewhere high
9. Napping in their carrier
10. At the park
11. At the pet store
12. Sitting on a public bench
13. On a tree stump or fallen log
14. On a large rock
15. In a field or patch of flowers
16. Showing off a happy tail while on an outing 
       (tail upright)
17. Stopping to smell something
18. Climbing a tree
19. Meeting someone new (human or animal)
20. On a playground
21. At a historical landmark
22. Playing or rolling in dirt/sand
23. At a pumpkin patch
24. In a Halloween costume
25. Eating at a restaurant's outdoor patio
26. At a pet-friendly store other than a pet store
27. Riding in a stroller

28. Hunting bugs
29. Doing something outside the house they've
       never done before
30. Jumping from one surface to another
31. Jumping over an obstacle
32. Going on a hike
33. Beside a body of water
34. On a dock
35. Drinking water or eating a treat on an adventure
36. Going somewhere they've never been
37. Performing a clicker training trick
      (Bonus point if trick is performed while on an
       adventure)
38. Riding on your shoulders
39. Wearing a life jacket
40. Riding in a canoe/kayak
41. SUPing
42. Riding on a bike
43. Camping
44. On a boat
45. Going swimming
46. Hike/walk 1 mile
47. Hike/walk 3 miles
48. Hike/walk 5 miles
49. Staying overnight in a place other than home
       (hotel/AirBnB/etc.)
50. Being comfortable doing something they were
       previously nervous about

One picture/video can count for up to 2 tasks. For example, if your cat has never gone hiking before, a picture or video
of them hiking could count for #32 and #50. You can't use one photo/video for more than two tasks.
Tasks must be completed by the same cat. If you have multiple cats, they can all enter the challenge, but they each need
to complete their own tasks.
All tasks must have been completed since the challenge started. Using a photo/video from earlier this year doesn't
count. (Honor policy)
All photos/videos must be posted to Instagram with the hashtag #KittyCatGOAdventureChallenge, sent to
emily@kittycatgo.com, OR posted in the KCC Adventure Team Facebook Group by Sunday, November 1st. You may
submit photos/videos as you complete them (preferred) or all at once. In your posts/emails, please specify which
challenges your cat is completing. 
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